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ABSTRACT

A methodology and computer code for interpretation of environmental data, i.e. source
term assessment, from on-line environmental monitoring network was developed. The method
is based on the conversion of measured dose rates to the source term, i.e. airborne
radioactivity release rate, taking into account real meteorological data and location of the
monitoring points. The bootstrap estimation methodology and bipivot method to estimate the
source term from on-site gamma dose rate monitors is used. The mentioned methods provide
an estimate of the mean value of the source term and a confidence interval for it.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the event of a nuclear accident resulting in the dispersion of radioactive materials into
environment, the effective implementation of measures for the protection of the public will be
largely dependent on the adequacy of advance preparation, including the preparation of
environmental monitoring programs and source terms evaluation. In predicting the
consequences of accidents, a source term, or a range of source terms, is usually the starting
point of the assessment. The program module for the on-line calculation of the source term
was developed and  first implemented to the environmental monitoring system operated by
the Nuclear Power Plant Bohunice, Slovak Republic. The paper describes the overall status of
the environmental monitoring network operated by NPP Bohunice, the methodology
description, implementation and integration of module to the RTARC decision support system
used by the Slovak Nuclear Regulatory Authority as well as the upgrade of methodology and
module development for its implementation to the RODOS system (Real-time On-line
DecisiOn Support System for nuclear off-site emergency management in Europe). Module
inputs and outputs, its validation and the main goals for future development are discussed.
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2 METHODOLOGY FOR THE SOURCE TERM ESTIMATION

2.1 Environmental monitoring system

NPP Bohunice have set up computer based monitoring system for the permanent
surveillance of radioactivity in the environment at distances up to 30 km. The main purpose of
the environmental monitoring system is to follow continuously chosen values in the vicinity
of NPP Bohunice and to display measured data. The data from the environmental monitoring
system are transmitted, cumulated and stored at the central station situated at the Laboratory
of the Environmental Radioactivity Control in Trnava. The typical integration time of the on-
line data is 5 minutes.

Environmental monitoring network is divided to the three groups:

1. two rings of "fence monitors" at the NPP territory:
a) a ring EBO-V1 consists of 24 monitoring points with 3 stable monitoring points,
b) a ring EBO-V2 consists of 24 monitoring points with 2 stable monitoring points;

2. outer ring consists of 15 stable monitoring points at the vicinal villages at distances up to
6 km;

3. 4 stable monitoring points in significant agglomerations with the greatest concentration of
population (Trnava, Hlohovec, Piestany, Vrbove).

The results of an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis [1] showed that uncertainty of the
ground level concentrations and uncertainty of deposit are significantly higher then
uncertainty of the  gamma dose rate. Therefore only gamma dose rate monitors are reasonable
for on-line monitoring of unmonitored release pathways from reactor building. The
recommended distances for these gamma detectors (“fence monitors”) are in the range from
200 m to 1000 m.  For the estimation of source term the measured gamma dose rates from the
first ring ("fence monitors") are used. 24 values of the gamma-dose rate from the first ring
EBO-V1 are measured with a pair of collimated detectors of DC-4D-84/N and DC-4D-84/V
type which cover required measurement range. The first ring EBO-V2 has also 24
gamma-dose rate monitoring points.

Details of the geographical position of the monitors are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Figure 1 A ring of 15 stable monitoring points at the vicinal villages
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Figure 2 A ring of "fence monitors" of EBO-V1

2.2 Estimation of the source term

For the estimation of source term the gamma dose rates from the first ring ("fence
monitors") are used. The 24 values are measured and compared with dose rates for a 1 Bq/s
release under a variety of different atmospheric conditions which have been precalculated
using a Gaussian-puff dispersion model [2] in the current program. The modules and results
of an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis [1] were used. Data which characterize the location
of detectors, source of release (dimensions of reactor building, sensible heat) and
meteorological conditions (wind direction, wind speed, stability class) were taken into
account in these calculations.

2.2.1 Atmospheric dispersion and dose rate calculation

The simple Gaussian-puff dispersion module [2] is used for the dose rates for a 1 Bq/s
release calculations as an input data for the source term estimation module. Input data are
used for this module the following:

� location of the detector in polar coordinates (distance from the source of release),
� uncertainty parameters of the source location (geometrical height, geometrical width of

the source of release, uncertain distance of the release point in relation to the position of
detector, the range of thermal energy as a result of the analysis of possible accident, height
of the release point above the ground)

� uncertainty of the linear attenuation coefficient in air (uncertainty of air density).

The output data files consists of: identification name of the unit, stability class, angle of
the detector (gives the wind direction), distance of the detector from the release point, mean
values of gamma dose rates [Gy/s] for 1 Bq/s release depending on the distance from the
plume axis.

Only the reactor building which is the source of radioactive release was taken into
account in Gaussian-puff dispersion model for the estimation of influence of other buildings
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of the NPP built-up area. The results of the source term estimation obtained on the base of the
Gaussian-puff dispersion model can be used as a conservative estimate.

Gamma dose rates (sensitive curves) calculated for given measurement points of the
ring EBO V-2 for stability class A and energy of photons 1 MeV are shown as an example in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Gamma dose rates for measurement points of EBO-V2, stability class A

2.2.2 Statistical calculations

The ratio between measured dose rates and predicted dose rates gives the set of source
terms Qi [Bq], i=1,...n, where n is number of detectors where measured values are over the
background level and detector is situated in the sector -40° to 40° from the actual wind
direction. The number of detectors is limited and maximum value is given by the number of
detectors in arbitrary sector of the scale 80°. Under the theoretical assumption, these values
would be very close. Actually, due to the complexity of atmospherical diffusion in the
complex terrain in vicinity of reactor buildings, cooling towers etc, it is necessary  to expect
major differences from theoretical composition of dose rates.

Thus, it is important to know the uncertainties that are associated with the source term
estimation. Standard analytical methods for uncertainty estimation are not generally
applicable since the distribution of partial source terms are not easily transferred to a Gaussian
shape.

The first step is to identify the outliers in the data set of rates Qi. Using not-too-extreme
quantiles, such as the median and the fourths, ensures relative insensitivity of summaries and
subsequent calculations to unusual observations. Thus, in attempting to detect outliers, it is
advantageous to base the detection rule on the sample information that is unlikely to be
adversary affected by extreme observations. Such approaches tend to minimise the difficulties
of masking.

Two methods are used for this purpose in the current programme: inner fences and
modified inner fences. The resistant rule for identifying potential outliers, the method of inner
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fences is applied for sample size n (the number of selected detectors) less then 8 and modified
inner fences can be used for 100n8 ≤≤  [3].

The robust bipivot method [4] or the bootstrap resampling procedure [5] is used for the
estimation of the source term from  Qi  depending on the identifying of the outliers in the data
set Qi.

The bipivot statistics is robust and performs quite well in terms of the length of its
confidence interval. This statistics is recommended to use for sample size between 4 and 20.
The depth of an order statistics is defined as position of the order statistics with respect to
either the minimum or the maximum, whichever is closer. The pivot depth defines two pivots
for each sample size n; a lower pivot and an upper pivot. The estimate of location is defined
as the midpivot. A natural estimate of the spread of the data is the pivot spread. By these
values the confidence interval for location is defined. The appropriate percentage points were
used from [4].

The bootstrap resampling procedure was selected as an alternative method to determine
the mean value of Q and confidence limits, since it did not depend on the form of the
underlying distribution function. The method is based on the random generating of
independent random samples with range n from the empirical function. The B independent
bootstrap samples are selected, each consisting of n data values drawn with replacement from
the set of source terms Qi. The bootstrap replication corresponding to each bootstrap sample
and the standard error by the sample standard deviation of the B replications are evaluated.
The nonparametric percentile method and the bias-corrected percentile method are used for
the calculation of the confidence intervals [5,6] .

2.2.3 Isotopic composition of release

The source term estimated by the methodology described above is an integral value. An
isotopic composition of release is unknown during an accident and can be assumed only on
the base of computational analysis. The results obtained on the base of sampling, e.g. post-
accident sampling systems, are useful but these results are available much later as the data of
dose rates from the on-line environmental monitoring system. Therefore, the (pre)calculated
characteristics of isotopic composition of release are used for a dose projection.

An interface program as a part of the complex source term estimation model chain
connects the source term estimation and the program package for Real-Time Accident
Release Consequence (RTARC) software developed by NPPRI Trnava Inc.

Input data are used for this module the following:

� integral value of the source term Q  [Bq],
� characteristics of isotopic composition of release based on the analysis performed in

advance.

A set of sequences has been analysed and corresponding isotopic compositions were
evaluated for the WWER-440/V213 and WWER-440/V230 type reactors.

Databases include the following data concerning the source term: pre-release time,
number of puffs, time duration of each puff, fraction of the isotope in each puff, sensible
energy release in each puff, height of the release for each puff .
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2.3 Module function and data specification

The source term estimation programme (S_TERM) was developed and tested on the HP
Apollo 9000 model 735/125.  HP UNIX 10.20 cc compiler was used.

The task of the source term estimation module S_TERM is to give an assessment of the
source term (integral value of the release [Bq]) based on the on-line data measured by the
environmental monitoring system. In predicting the consequences of accidents, a source term,
or a range of source terms, is usually the starting point of the assessment.

Input to S_TERM is essentially the output of the atmospherical dispersion model which
calculates gamma dose rates for 1 Bq/s release for the given measurement points as
characteristics of detectors, time of the measurement, current local meteorological data (wind
direction, stability category) and measured gamma dose rates.

The endpoints of  S_TERM are essentially the estimation of the source term (integral
value of the release [Bq]) and its confidence interval.

The main parts of the source term estimation model chain are following:

1. atmospheric dispersion and dose rate calculation,
2. statistical calculation,
3. isotopic composition of release.

The corresponding module chain is shown in Figure 4.

Input module
Reading input files
Checking input data
Preparatory calculation

Input from data files
• (pre)calculated gamma dose rates for 1 Bq
• measured gamma dose rates
• actual meteorological conditions

Statistical module
Calculation of the source term

Output module
Preparatory calculation  for

archiving data

Output to archive data files
• Actual calculation
• Averaged  values for each 15 min. interval
• Averaged  values for each 60 min. interval

Input data file containing
• The number of selected detectors
• the (pre)calculated gamma dose rates for 1

Bq/s release
• measured value of the gamma dose rates for

given selected points of measurement

Figure 4 Module chain of the source term estimation software (S_TERM)

2.4 Validation of module

The validation of the module was performed on simulated data due to unavailability of
the real data reflecting the measured values of the gamma dose rates with known integral
value of the source term.
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The gamma dose rates (pre)calculated by the Lagrangian statistical Monte-Carlo
atmospheric diffusion model were used as the simulated measured data for validation of
module S_TERM. The calculations were performed  on the measurement points of ring EBO
V-2. The input values for the calculation of the simulated measured values are shown in Table
1 and the output source term estimations and their confidence intervals are shown in Table 2.

Table 1 Input values for the calculation of simulated measured values

Parameter Value

Stability class A, D, F

Wind direction 180º

Energy of photons 1 MeV

Source term 1019 Bq

Table 2 Output source term estimations and their confidence intervals

Stability class Source term [Bq] 95% confidence interval

A 4.212852e+18 <1.631531e+17, 5.267843e+18>

D 1.592372e+18 <6.876697e+16, 1.986443e+18>

F 1.712400e+18 <2.694349e+16, 2.139010e+18>

None of 95% confidence interval includes the value 1019 Bq. The source terms are
underestimated due to using of the Gaussian-puff model for (pre)calculated sensitive curves,
which provides  the good estimation only under the plume axis.

3 IMPLEMENTATION TO RODOS SYSTEM

Complementary to the software incorporated in the RODOS system, further stand-alone
programs have been developed which are either in near final or draft versions. They will:

� build part of future RODOS versions;
� need further research activities and development work before they reach the status of

operational applicability;
� remain stand-alone programs because integration in the system will not be possible or it

has been decided that they should not form part of the main functionality of the RODOS
system; they will however remain significant contributions to the RODOS methodology.

The essential part of the source term estimation model chain which was developed for
future integration within the RODOS system are the statistical calculations. The other parts of
the model chain which are used for the input data preparation and interpretation of results can
be substituted by the models already integrated within the RODOS system (RIMPUFF,
ATSTEP – atmospheric dispersion and deposition module) or they are developed and
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prepared for integration (STM_NNC – forecasting of source term categories using plant status
data).

4 FUTURE DEVELOPEMENT

The modules are likely to achieve greater accuracy because the distributions are tailored
to the precise topology of the plant and assume a fixed ring of monitors close to the plant.

The validation of model on real measured data and (pre)calculated gamma dose rates by
different models (Gaussian, Lagrangian statistical, RIMPUFF and others) can be very useful,
because we suppose that the source terms were underestimated due to use of the Gaussian-
puff model for (pre)calculated gamma dose rates (source of release - point, dispersion
parameters - only reactor building size taken into account without influence of cavity and
wake effects of buildings) which provides  the good estimation only under the plume axis.
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